Smarter Results Page

Source Feature
All available source types that make up a result list are displayed, allowing users to narrow results by a specific type of publication.

Enhanced Clustering
In addition to the most commonly recurring subjects in a result list, users can now distill search results by other index fields.

Breadcrumb Trail
As users click on clusters in the left side pane to narrow results, the refined search string is displayed and provides the ability to selectively remove individual terms.

Exposed Limiters
Users can directly utilize available limiters to refine a search without having to leave the results page.

Relevancy Ranking
Enhanced algorithm allows for even greater relevancy-ranked results. Results can also be sorted by date.

Related Images
Applicable items from EBSCO’s image Collection appear adjacent to the results page. Hovering over thumbnail provides an expanded preview.

Expanded Folders
Right side pane offers an intuitive approach to organizing articles of interest. Articles can be added or removed directly from the results list or from the preview pane.

Branding
Expanded area for display of organizational branding on search and results screens.

For an in-depth Flash preview of the new interface, please visit: ebscohost.com/2.0_flash